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COMPETITIVE TEST

The best when it really matters
Trend Micro Titanium Internet Security 2011 I You may find another security suite with more
features, but Titanium will give you the best protection.

Trend Micro has taken a radical step by naming
their products so that they actually stand out from
everything else on the market. The product range
that targets home and small office users is called
Titanium.
The security suite has a wide range of features,
which are all easily accessible through the intuitive
user interface. The main window shows the protection
status, and contains only a few large buttons. These
buttons will take you to the search feature, the
settings and to a detailed log.
Needless to say that you will also get components
such as antivirus, spam filter, firewall and browser
plugins (Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Chrome).
Furthermore, there are Parental Controls and a
feature called Data Theft Protection, which protects
your valuable data.
The Parental Controls make it easy to monitor how
long a computer stays online, and also allows you to
supervise Web activities. The standard settings make
it really easy to create profiles for different age
groups.

The Data Theft Protection feature is easier to
use than any other we have ever experienced.
Simply enter the information you want to protect,
and the program will prevent this information from
being sent over the Internet. Even with a protected
credit card you can still shop online. The solution is
easy to manage by simply entering exceptions for the
websites you trust.
The extra features included are not as sophisticated
as those in the Symantec or Kaspersky suites, but
they in turn cannot beat Titanium's core features.
Titanium Internet Security provided protection
against all threats. 100 percent of all threats were
actually blocked before they even reached our hard
drive. We could download and install other
programs without the software interrupting us. We
were stopped as soon as we tried to access an
infected website. In other words: the perfect
protection.
If you need a lot of extra tools, you may
consider a Symantec or Kaspersky suite, but if
you're looking for the best protection, nothing
compares to this suite, our test winner.

TREND MICRO TITANIUM
INTERNET SECURITY
Plus Intuitive user interface. By far the best
protection.
Minus Nothing.
Recommended for Anyone who is not in
need of all the extra tools included in
other suites.
Price 363 SEK (incl. VAT), 290 SEK (excl. VAT)
Manufactured
by
Trend
Micro, www.trendmicro.com
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